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Rasputin, the "Mad Monk" of Russia who
ingratiated himself with the Czarina and other
nobility. Rasputin was an initiate of a secret order
whose members engaged in naked dances, ecstatic
states, drunkeness, and sexual orgies, which they
claimed to be "holy." Children begotten were said
to be born of the Holy Ghost.
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Jubilant supporters of Israel's hard-core Shas political party dance for joy after the victory of winning
many disputed seats in that country's Knesset (parliament). (Photo: The Jerusalem Post newspaper,
May 28, 1999, p. 8)

Beatle Paul McCartney, left, gives the llluminati's "Divine King" sign while fellow Beatle John Lennon
lets us know he's a Luciferian.
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In London's Daily Mail newspaper (July 6, 2000, p. 9) was this report of a giant S00 foot high bronze
Buddha statue, called the Buddha Maitreya, in the Indian holy city of Bodh Gaya. The statue will be
over three times higher than the U.S.A.'s Statue of Liberty. It is being built by British engineers.
Observe the Buddha statues mudra, or left hand sign. Also, the "horns" on the head.
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The caption reads: "Kay Wescott, a lawyer and CPA who works for the Justice Department, attends
meditation classes at the Yoga Institute and Bookshop." Yoga is very popular in the United States,
though most do not understand that the yogic positions of hands and body represent Hindu pagan
religious symbols and doctrines. In this instance, Ms. Wescott sits in the upright position, legs
crossed lotus-style, her hands in the mudra "OK," or circle.

OK-SIGN OF THE DIVINE KING

A Hindu swami and worshipper of the god Shiva at the San Marga Sanctuary in
Hawaii. He is accompanied by a strange paper idol and a brazen cobra idol.

Buddha displaying the left-hand "OK" mudra.
This drawing is from The Herder Dictionary of
Symbols (Chiron Publications, Wilmette,
Illinois, 1986). That reference source explains
it as "an eye in the hand of God signified
God's creative wisdom." Of course, this is not
referring to the Christian God, but to the
ineffable, unknown God called Ain Soph in the
Cabala and as the evil, satanic "God of Forces,"
in the Bible's book of Daniel.

Illustration in The Herder
Dictionary of Symbols
(Chiron Publications,
Wilmette, Illinois, 1986).
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TWENTY-FIVE

Victory for the Devil—Fabulous Exploits
of Sir Winston Churchill and Other
Druid Priests and Illuminati Servants

A remarkable thing occurred with the hand so lifted, is that its shadow resembles
the head and horns of the Goat of Baphomet..the symbol of black magic.
— The Complete Book of Witchcraft

B r i t a i n ' s legendary World War II Prime Minister, Sir Winston Churchill,
made the "V" sign famous. It was standard for the cigar-smoking,
paunchy politician; he flashed the "V" sign every chance he got, and news
photographers captured hundreds of photographs of Churchill giving the sign. It was
generally thought that in doing so, the pugnacious Churchill was signaling confidence
in eventual victory over the Nazi foe across the channel. So, the sign of two fingers
pointed upward in a "V'shape became universally accepted as a sign for victory.
Sign of the Horned God, Pan

But what the majority of people believe to be conventional wisdom is often wrong.
Such is the case here, too, for this sign, in reality, is of ancient origins. It is, in fact, a
sign of Satan, of malediction, of the horned god, Pan, and worse.
Paranoia magazine, an interesting publication which bills itself as "the conspiracy
reader" had a picture some years back of Churchill displaying the "V." An astute
reader knowledgeable of dark things wrote a letter to the editor in the next issue
commenting on Churchill and his sign. Nigel A. Cornwall of Britain wrote, "The sign
I believe has its origins as a symbol for a pagan horned god." 1
Cornwall also suggested that when the sign is given with the palm inside, it is
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recognized as a horribly vulgar and offensive gesture—signifying penetration of
both body orifices.
Done in the typical fashion, this sign literally means intercourse by the devil—to
be violated sexually by the horned god. The thumb holding down the fingers creates
the "vulva," while the two largest fingers pointed up are the horns of the god (Satan).
THE Law of Opposites
In her highly regarded encyclopedia of symbols entitled Masonic and Occult Symbols
Illustrated, Dr. Cathy Burns explores the meaning of the "V" sign. She explains that
the two fingers upward relate to the Masonic and Gnostic Law of Opposites, exactly
as the case for the Masonic Lodge's black and white checkerboard floors. This is the
doctrine of bringing order out of chaos, of reconciling the two opposites, evil and
good, with Satan reigning over both heaven and hell.2 The "V" sign is also a sign of
the Horned God of witchcraft, often called Pan; or Baphomet, the androgynous (male
and female) goat god (again illustrating the Law of Opposites).
The Face in the Shadow
The Complete Book of Witchcraft3 explains further the occult meaning. When the sign is
given to produce a shadow behind, a diabolical image appears that seems to be the
face of the devil. Witches and Magicians—and some Catholic Popes —used this
image to effect emotional responses:
There was a deeply seated belief in the fascination or enchantment of shadows; so
that the witch, or magician, could use them to either produce sickness and death or
to inspire love...The shadow of the (Satanic) priest's fingers raised in blessing was
considered to have evil significance...
A remarkable thing occurred with the hand so lifted, is that its shadow resembles
the head and horns of the Goat of Baphomet...the symbol of black magic.
The use of the 'shadow of blessing' was regarded as the legitimate prerogative of
the Pope, and was most terribly exercised during the Dark Ages and at the time of
the Inquisition.4
Interestingly, other authoritative sources say that the "V" sign (the sign of the
horny goat, or horned god) is practiced even today in satanic covens as a symbol of
Satanic benediction. In times past, it was just the opposite, being a sign of evil, of
malediction, but today the twisted minds of satanic worshippers view evil as
something good and desirable. What is malediction to the holy and righteous, to the
Satanist is a wonderful thing!
A Symbol of Wrath and Destruction
The "V" sign as displayed by the hand is also used by Illuminists in the form of the
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letter V with two straight lines angled to meet at a point facing downward. It becomes
a V device, or chevron, and has been adopted for the uniforms of military troops of
some countries. Resembling a downward pointing triangle with the top line open or
omitted symbolizes fiery destruction and wrath on the object at which it is pointed.
About 12 years ago, a few Satan worshippers arrived secretly in the darkness at
my ministry building and evidently carried out a ritual. For many months we had
received anonymous telephone threats, so were not surprised. On the concrete porch
near our front door, the vandals had scratched a "V" pointing to the entrance, and
there were signs of candle use and the burning of objects. Here we see the fantastic
beliefs by occultists that their rituals create reality. However, in vainly attempting to
harm a true Christian ministry, I am persuaded that the "magic" backfired. When
God is your protector, those who cast Satan's spells end up in deep, deep, trouble.
Triple 6 or 666
As we have previously seen, the Jewish cabala is at the root of most wicked systems
of magic. The cabala (or Kabbalah) is the fount of doctrine for Freemasonry and for
many other secret societies. We can expect, therefore, that the "V" sign is also
emphasized by the rabbinical priests of cabalism. And in fact, we find that the rabbis
teach that the meaning of the Hebrew letter for V (Vau) is "Nail," and nail is a secret
title for Satan. (Its corrupt meaning comes from the nails driven into the hands of
Jesus crucified.) Vau, or V, is the sixth letter in the Hebrew alphabet, and, of course,
the Book of Revelation reveals that the name of the beast, or Antichrist, is coded with
the number of triple 6, or 666.
Churchill A Druid Priest
Where did Winston Churchill learn of the satanic powers of the "V" sign? Few people
are aware that Churchill was a Freemason. Stephen Knight wrote an explosive
expose, The Brotherhood, that rocked the British Isles when it was published some 15
years ago. 5 In it, he unmasked many British nobles, police, judges, and politicians
who were Masons. Among them: Winston Churchill, who, Knight documented, was
initiated in 1903 at Lodge No. 3000 of the United Lodge of Great Britain.
However, even fewer people are aware that Churchill was not only a Mason but
a witch druid! Dr. Stanley Monteith, occult and secret society researcher and host of
Radio Liberty out of California, states: "Churchill was an adept of the occult, having
been inducted into the Druids in 1908, and having pledged the occult oaths required
of those who have entered into the world of Freemasonry." 6
Monteith's sobering statements are backed up by Miranda J. Green's The World of
the Druids and by John Daniel's Scarlet and the Beast, two excellent resource books. 7
Rites of the Druid Witchcraft Sea
The rites and ceremonies of the Druid witchcraft sect—which has chapters both in
Great Britain and in the United States —are remarkably similar to those of
Freemasonry. They hearken back to the Ancient Mystery Religions.
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The Burning Man in the Wicker Cage
Some scholars are convinced that human sacrifice was practiced by the Druids. Julius
Caesar, Roman General who conquered Britain for Imperial Rome, wrote of how
brutal and furiously savage were the people under the influence of the Druid
priesthood. He also described the horror of the rite in which the Druid priests and
people would periodically choose a victim to be confined inside a huge wicker effigy.
The wicker was set ablaze and the human victim consumed by the flames as the
people celebrated and paraded in a circle carrying candles.
Even today, at the ruins of Stonehenge in England, modern-day Druids meet on
festival occasions, wearing the appropriate white garb and carrying out rites and
worship of the ancient gods.
Meanwhile, in Nevada each year, hundreds of thousands attend the incredible
"Burning Man" festival at which the sacrificial ritual of the burning wicker man is
recreated. 8
Archbishop of England Also A Druid
Amazingly, the British press recently carried news reports, including pictures, of the
Druid initiation of a man, Rowan Williams, who just happens to be Archbishop of
Canterbury, head of the Church of England. Williams told reporters that he saw no
incompatibility in his duties as a pagan Druid priest and those he has assumed as
Archbishop of the —presumably Christian —Anglican Church of England.
This is yet more evidence of how apostate and corrupt the global "Christian"
establishment is today. While it is true that the true Christian Church, though tiny in
numbers, lives on and is undefeated, the majority of modern-day pastors, ministers,
and churchmen have departed from the Faith and have no concept at all of genuine
Christian doctrine. The spectacle of the top, so-called "Christian" clergyman of the
entire British Commonwealth, Archbishop Williams, being initiated as a wizard in
the Druid witchcraft sect and publicly boasting of it is proof positive that the Devil
and his Illuminati have become the unacknowledged "Masters" who run the
Christian establishment behind-the-scenes. The big name clergy and evangelists
today merely follow the script
laid down for them by their elite
controllers.

Page from Webster's dictionary where
V sign is pictured but never defined or
explained! Such words as
"vulcanism," "vulcanize," and
"vulgar" are defined, however, in
close proximity. Vulcan is the ancient
god of fire and destruction.
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Sir Winston Churchill, a crypto Jew, a Mason, a Druid witch, and war-time Prime Minister of Great
Britain, flashes his famous "V" sign. Long used to represent a number of occultic tasks, including
Divine Man, sexual license, and fire, Churchill's frequent use spurred the use of the device by an
uninformed populace as a sign of victory.
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Young Winston Churchill arrives
for his Druid initiation ceremony.
Was Churchill taught the true,
occult meaning of the fiery and
destructive "V" hand sign that he
later made so famous it became
used around the world? (Photo:
from the book, The Druids, by
Peter Berresford Ellis)
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In this ancient engraving, Dionysius
the Areopagite, an Athenian "convert"
to Christianity, gives the double "V"
sign-"as above, so below" with left
hand toward hell. Dionysius was a
mystical Christian, a gnostic heretic

who is thought to have been the
author of an occultic treatise entitled
The Mystical Divinity. (From the book,
Mystics and Mysteries of Alexandria,
by Manly P. Hall, 33°)

The Green Man, sign of the druids, is found carved on
wood and in concrete in the architectural details of
buildings, altars, and structures throughout the British
isles. An insightful movie, The Green Man, starring Peter
Finch, touched on the connection of the Green Man, sexual
perversity, and the Devil's demon powers.

This brass plate is decorated with a circle and, inside,
the universal sign of the Masonic Lodge, which is the
square and compass. Within the combined symbol of
square and compass is the "G," representing "God,"
which is, in masonry, also the generative process
(sexual). In this, advanced Masonic view, we have a
man on top of a woman in the act of coitus, or sexual
relations. Both the compass and the square are "V" in
configuration, and when this brass plate is turned
upside down, we find the same, that one symbol, Vshaped, still surmounts the other "V" symbol.
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This ancient black and white drawing depicts an initiate undergoing trials in order to advance in the
Order. Pointing to his head, on the floor, is the square, shaped as a 90 degree "V."

When General George
Washington visited Boston in
1789, this banner was carried
by a group during a procession
in honor of his visit. The "V" is
the focal point of the emblem,
but the three goat heads
contained within the eggshaped device and the bearded
goat head atop it are also
significant in occult teaching.
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The occultist who drew the design at right well
understood the esoteric meaning behind the
symbols. First, we see the "V" sign which, in shadow,
becomes the gnarled and ugly, dark image of Satan.
What appears at first to be good (Benediction), when
seen from the hidden perspective of the unseen
becomes Malediction. The diamond and circle at top
indicate the same principle, that black equals, or
shadows, white, and white mirrors black. This is the
Hegelian principle of the synthesis of opposites
(Pictured in the book, Pictorial History of Magic and
the Supernatural, by Maurice Besey)

Michael Jackson, black entertainer accused of
child molestation, presents the "V" to the
crowd as he leaves the courtroom. (USA Today,
April 10, 2005, p. 1A)
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This mural on a wall in Havana reads, "For Life with Fidel." (Photo: The Catholic World Report,
January 1997, p. 24)

Children dressed as peasant
revolutionaries greet Mexico's
President Vicente Fox in celebration
of the Mexican Revolution (Photo:
Associated Press, Austin AmericanStatesman, November 21, 2004)

Official stamps from around
the Arab world supported the
Palestine's Intifada uprising in
the late 1980s. In many, the
guerilla fighters are pictured
giving the "V" sign. (Photo:
News From Israel, October

1993, p. 11)
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Yasser Arafat, leader of the Palestinian
Liberation Organization, popularized the
ancient "V" sign among Arab
demonstrators and guerilla fighters. At
right is the symbol worn on arm bands of
some Palestinian fighters.

Stewart Meacham, head of a pro-Communist
group called the New Mobilization Committee, is
pictured in the Communist Guardian newspaper
with this "V" sign on a poster behind him.
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Former President George
Herbert Walker Bush lets
insiders know of the goal
and eventual total victory of
the Zionist llluminati by
blatantly displaying the
cabalistic V sign. The
position of Bush's left arm is
further indication of the
cabalistic nature of the sign.
Inside the pages of the
magazine there was not one
shred of explanation as to
why the Senior Bush was
pictured on the cover giving
this sign, nor was it an
election year. Moreover, the
former President was in
retirement, proving the elite
adage, "once a servant of
the llluminati, always a
servant." (Until death, that
is.)

President Franklin D. Roosevelt
was both a 32nd degree Mason
and a cabalist, crypto Jew. As his
family tree clearly demonstrates,
Roosevelt's ancestors came from
the Netherlands and were of
Jewish blood lineage. Here, fishing
in the Gulf of Mexico off the Texas
coast in 1937, FDR signals the V of
cabalistic occultism, using,
however, his thumb.

Ralph Reed, the young man who came from nowhere to head the
Masonic Knights of Malta/Illuminati project called the "Christian
Coalition. "Today, no longer with the Christian Coalition, Reed is
a high-paid Republican lobbyist in Washington, D.C., and a
member of the exclusive Bilderberger Group.
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Broadway found a bit of success with its vulgar The Vagina Monologues production. Soon, the
raunchy and stupid feminist series was on HBO IV. Its simple plot: women ranting on and on about
their private parts, constantly using what the show's producers called the "V word." In this group
picture, we see a number of the actresses who participated in various episodes of The Vagina
Monologues. Look close at the two at top left, flashing the "V" sign. One of the two starred in the
slutty HBO series, Sex and the City. Incidentally, New York Mayor Rudy Giuliani's wife was a
participant in The Vagina Monologues.

Actress Jane Fonda, an Indian actress, and Eve Ensler,
producer of The Vagina Monologues.
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Neo-Nazi protester in Germany, January 1993. Most of the people who participate in such
demonstrations are trained and paid by Illuminati organizations and government intelligence
agencies to inspire the public to react. This, in turn, enables the government to curtail citizen
liberties and freedoms under the guise of providing "public safety and security."

The group calling itself "GIs and Vets For
Peace" adopted this logo, which utilizes the
"V" sign in its opposites mirrored theme of
the occult. (Pictured in the Communist
newspaper, The Daily World, October 18,
1969).

Clinton Administration political
advisor and speechwriter Sidney
Blumenthal flashes the "V" sign as he
heads to court after being subpoenaed.
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Presidential candidate
Richard Nixon jubilantly
demonstrates the
double "V."

An activist protesting
at an economic Group
of Eight summit in
Genoa, Italy in 2001
casts an interesting
shadow in this photo
published in the The
Austin AmericanStatesman. (July 22,
2001, p. A14)
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Joey Fatone of the popular music group, NSYNC, displays the "V" sign.
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President Bill Clinton flashes a mysterious hand sign to former California Governor Jerry Brown.
Both Clinton and Brown were trained by the Jesuits.
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"Let us get into your head," says this ad for an ABC-TV series called Wonderland. Interestingly, the
show's producers chose the V sign to make their point. In this instance, the man is giving the Dueguard sign relating to the penalties of divulging the secrets of the Mark Master degree of
Freemasonry.

TWENTY-SIX

"Every Man and Woman is a Star"

But ye have borne the tabernacle of your Moloch and Chiun your images, the star of
your god, which ye made to yourselves.
— Amos 5:26

Every man and woman is a star.
— Aleister Crowley
The Book of the Law

F e w who are knowledgeable dispute the fact that for satanists, occultists
and other Illuminists, the symbol of the star has vast significance.
Whether five-pointed in shape, six-pointed, or in some other
configuration, the star is a premier symbol of the Devil.
Illuminists and witches claim that the pentagram, a five-pointed star with one
point upward (ascendant) is useful for "White Magic" rituals and spells. The inverted
pentagram (five-pointed star) is widely used by hard-core Satan worshippers. When
the two points are aimed upward (ascendant), it is said to indicate "Black Magic" and
to be the two horns of Satan. No wonder that Aleister Crowley, the infamous, selfproclaimed "Beast 666" from Great Britain, once stated, "Every man and woman is a
star," which, loosely interpreted, meant, "Every man and woman is a god." 1
The Star of Initiation
In the Hindu religion, the pentagram is the "Star of Initiation." It is the caste-mark of
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From left to right: Pentagram, Inverted Pentagram, Hexagram (Star of David) and Star of
Baphomet (Goat of Sabbath)

the Priests of Siva, who dedicate it to the sun god by marking a black round dot
inside the symbol of the star.2
THE Blazing Star
Freemasons, because they venerate the sun and its rays, know the star emblem as the
"Blazing Star." Steve Worrall-Clare, a former Mason, in Freemasonry - The Secret
Language, writes that in the Lodge:
The blazing star points out the glory of the sun. It is central to all Masonic
undertaking, for it enlightens the earth, and by its benign influence dispenses its
blessings to mankind...It is found in the 28th degree and is the symbol of truth. It is
found in the 4th degree as a symbol of light and in the 9th degree it is a symbol of
divine providence. It is sometimes symbolically installed as the letter "G"...It is a
door, an entrance to knowledge...3
Satan, The Goat of the Sabbath
High-sounding words, but deceptive. To gain a more direct perspective, we turn to
Frenchman Eliphas Levi, a nineteenth-century satanist whose works inspired the
writings of Albert Pike, the Sovereign Grand Commander of international
Freemasonry. Levi enthusiastically reports:
The pentagram with two horns in the ascendant represents Satan, or the goat of the
Sabbath. (The horn) downward naturally represents the demon, that is, intellectual
subversion, disorder and folly.4
In Hidden Secrets of the Eastern Star, one of the best guides ever published on the
subject of the satanic star and other symbols of Masonry, Dr. Cathy Burns explains
that the Blazing Star, or pentagram, has many meanings germane to the doctrines of
Illuminism and the occult.5
Esoterically, the star symbolizes man as deity, as the universe embodied. It also
stands for Sirius, the "Dog Star" or planet where Satan dwells. It stands for "Thor,"
the ancient Nordic god, and it stands for Baal, or Bel, the demonic god so often
mentioned in derisive terms in the Old Testament.
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This same star god was worshipped in Egypt, and the children of Israel, while
wandering in the desert, fell under his hypnotic powers. They called him Moloch,
Chiun, and Remphan. The prophet Amos castigated the Jewish idolaters for this
unholy sacrilege:
But ye have borne the tabernacle of your Moloch and Chiun your images, the star of
your god, which ye made to yourselves. (Amos 5:20)
A Magical Charm and Talisman
To Illuminists everywhere, the pantacle star, or pentagram, is considered a powerful
charm, a talisman, and an emblem of favor with the Deity of the Underworld. Oh,
how the Communists, founded by Karl Marx, a high priest of Satan, cherished their
red stars!
In degree rituals of Freemasonry, an appropriate "Jewel" is awarded the rising
initiate. It is believed that this Jewel holds magical powers. It can be used to invoke,
or invite, spirits and to work spells. Albert Pike thus advised:
Another Jewel is necessary for you, and in certain undertakings cannot be
dispensed with. It is what is termed the Kabalistic pantacle (pentagram)...This
carries with it the power of commanding the spirits of the elements. It is necessary
for you to know how to use it. 6
In other words, Pike is recommending the star be the vehicle to invoke demon
powers and cause them to do magical work.
Now, before you dismiss Pike's suggestion and imagine he was just some silly,
insane occult nut, let me remind you that so respected is this man by the Illuminati
of today, that a statue of Albert Pike stands in front of the Department of Justice
building, the offices of the U.S. Attorney-General, in Washington, D.C. Displayed on
public land, that statue is carefully tended to by the National Park Service. Moreover,
the body of the much-revered former Sovereign Grand Commander Albert Pike, who
died in 1891, is entombed in the Scottish Rite's House of the Temple, exactly 13 blocks
from the White House.
Technically, there are several different types of occultic stars, each having its own
set of doctrinal characteristics. The enneagram, for example, a nine-pointed star, is
popular as a spiritual talisman in the Bahai faith and Theosophy and in other New
Age occult sects.
The pentagram, from the Greek "pente," meaning five, and "gramma," a letter (thus
the "letter five") is a five-pointed star. A pentalpha is more blatantly satanic. It is the
form of a triple triangle. The pentagram star can also be called the pentacle,
pentalpha, the Star of Isis, the Star of Venus and by other names. Its usage can be
traced back to Babylon and it has often been employed in magical rites and activities.
It is sometimes said that the inverted pentagram, when it has two points
ascendant, connotes evil and two points descendant, or down, indicates good, but
this is not so. Either direction can be evil.
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Israel's Six-Pointed Star
The six-pointed star, known as the Seal of Solomon, as the Magen David of the Jews,
or as the hexagram, is considered by witches and occultists of all stripes as a powerful
tool of witchcraft and magic. With this image, one can cast spells, curse victims, and
otherwise wreak havoc. Or so it is said.
The six-pointed star was especially beloved by the cabalistic rabbis of the
medieval era. The Rothschild Dynasty later adopted this star as a magical device and
was instrumental in persuading (money talks!) the fledgling Zionist entity, Israel, to
adopt the six-pointed star as the national emblem. It is the symbol of the Israel
national flag, even though a more appropriate device undoubtedly would be the
Torah, the Menorah, or some other historic or religious symbol. 7
Geometrically and numerically (points, lines, triangles) the six-pointed star
translates into the number 666. Thus, it is very possible that the six-pointed star could
become the Mark of the Beast, the Antichrist, as prophesied in Revelation 13.
The Illuminists, cabalists, and Masons cunningly have also chosen the six-pointed
star as symbol because of its hidden sexual meanings. It is made up of two triangles,
integrated together, one superimposed on the other. The triangle pointing
downward (Delta) represents the female vagina; the triangle pointed upward the
male phallus. Joined, or yoked, the two triangles represent the generative sex act.8
Illuminati Stars Around the World
The Illuminati have cleverly designed architecture and art over the face of the whole
earth to integrate their star talismans into global culture. For example, Texas is called
the "Lone Star State," a choice of the Masons—Sam Houston, James Bowie, David
Crockett, Stephen F. Austin, and others—who wrested political control of the state in
an internecine struggle with Mexican Masonry (Mexican President, General Santa
Anna, was also a Mason). Today, the five-pointed Texas star, actually an Illuminati
icon, is displayed across the state.
The stars on the U.S. flag are of Masonic origination. The music later used for our
national anthem, the Star-Spangled Banner, was composed by a Mason, John Stafford
Smith, a member of Royal Somerset House and Inverness Lodge No. 4, London.
Another Mason, Francis Scott Key, set the words to the music, and it became
recognized as America's national anthem. 9
Stars have, since World War II, been prominently painted on U.S.A. military
equipment—on tanks, jeeps, aircraft—and as badges and emblems on the uniforms
of American servicemen.
The Communists in Russia, China, and elsewhere—Illuminists all—adopted the
Red Star as a dominant icon of totalitarian dictatorship and emblazoned it on
everything, from their flags and monuments to works of art and items of clothing.
None of this is by accident. Always remember, the whole planet is a ritual stage
for these mad-men. They have planted evil seeds everywhere one turns. In the
scriptures, Paul and John warn that until Jesus our Lord finally puts a stop to this
insanity, Satan is god of this world (2 Corinthians 4:4). But Christians are not subject
to the demonic powers of this world. Christians are unaffected by spells, rituals and
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magic cast by the servants of Satan. Only Christians—true, Bible-believing, bloodbought Christians—are immune from Satan's wiles and schemes. The star is one of
those wiles. Its prevalence reminds us of how interlaced and permeated this world is
with satanic artifices.
For whatsoever is born of God overcometh the world: and this is the victory that
overcometh the world, even our faith. Who is he that overcometh the world, but he that
believeth that Jesus is the Son of God?
I John 5:4, 5

The Egyptian supreme goddess wears on her head the diabolical,
inverted pentagram star. Notice that rays of light emanate from the
two "horn" points, creating a "V" effect. See Chapter 25 of Codex
Magica for discussion of the satanic "V." (Illustration "Isis Recording
Her Mysteries." From Histoire de la Magie, by Paul Christian, Paris,
France.)
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The pentagram is an ancient and modern magical, occult symbol of prime importance to Illuminists,
satanists, and members of secret societies. In its upright form (left), the five-pointed star is said to
be an indicator of white magic. In its inverted form (center) the same star becomes the sign of
consummate evil and hellish intentions. In other words, black magic. Above, the pentagram at far
right is simply the same as the star at center turned upside down. In each star, evil is found in the
form of the goat-headed god of darkness, Baphomet. However, in the star in the center, the
Baphomet goat has what appears to be his beard pointed downward, and in the star at right
(reversed image), the supposed beard becomes the torch of fire emanating from the top of the
beast's head.

Dr. (Colonel) Michael Aquino, Ipsissimus and founder of the Temple of Set,
with his wife and High Priestess, Lilith Sinclair. The occultic star is dominant
in this scene of Aquino with all his regalia.
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The media gleefully devoted maximum attention to the killing of a black man in Jasper, Texas by
three white men. The three chained the mutilated victim to the bumper of their pickup truck and
drug him behind until he was dead. The media reported the grotesque murder as a racial crime, a
horrible incident of racial prejudice and hate. In fact, the motive for the murder was satanic, not
racial. John William King, one of the accused white men, had tattoos of a baby Jesus with horns, of
the satanic pentagram, the goat's head, and more. Even King's hair was cut into symbols of evil.
(Austin American-Statesman, February 18, 1999, p. A12)
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When the wife of the author of Codex Magica sent a letter to the United Fascist Union requesting
information for our files about the group's purpose and activites, we received this letter in return.
Notice that two pentagram symbols are prominently displayed as symbolic artwork on the letterhead
of the United Fascist Union, a U.S.A. based group headquartered in Wilmington, Delaware. Also
observable is the fasces (ax and wheat bundled by X insignia). In the signature block of the letter, the
"Director and CEO" of the United Fascist Union has typed the phrases "Viva Nova Roma" (Long live
the New Rome) and "Holy is Babylon!"
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Left: A mysterious example of hermetic and
alchemic teachings. This seven-point star is so
arranged that one point of the star—painted blackis pointed downward, symbolizing adoration of he
who rules Saturn, the sixth planet from the sun (i.e.
Lucifer). (From Manly Hall's Secret Teachings of All
Ages)

From a recent catalog offering a
multitude of talismans and charms,
were these two products offered for sale.

In this ad (left) in Magical Blend, a New Age magazine, we
see many occultic and pagan symbols, including the 5pointed star above the goddess' head. The shell represents
the love goddess Aphrodite who, mythology says, rose out
of the sea (see Revelation 13:1 for a prophecy about the
beast that rises up out of the sea). The goddess figure in
this ad sits in the familiar lotus position with the flame in
her genital area and her arms and hands arranged
symbolically.
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This ad in Magical Blend
magazine touts that for
just $1,400 you can order
this pentarle star-shaped
dagger, suitable for
ceremonies and rituals.
The ad also says that the
product is "handcrafted
with love in Vermont."

H
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A wax talisman created by
occultist Edward Kelley, using
directions obtained in the angelic
language he called "Enochian"
(Enigma magazine, Issue 6).

A friend of Texe Marrs' ministry sent this drawing of Baphomet incorporated in an oval
shaped, irregular pentagram. He noted that such an arrangement indicates the revolving of
Venus (the goddess, or feminine principle) around the sun in an elliptical orbit. The
irregular pentagram is a sign of black magic when shown inverted and enclosing the horned
head of the goat.
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The masthead of the periodic "Scroll of Set" newsletter, published by Dr. (Colonel) Michael Aquino,
High Priest of the Temple of Set. Aquino claims to be an initiate of the "Left-handed Path," which
indicates Lucifer worship.

The empty sanctuary of the Order of the Solar Temple shows signs of Satanic worship—candles on the
floor arranged in a triangular pattern and a Satanic hexagram drawn out on the floor. In October
1994, the 53 adults and children who participated in the unholy rituals of this cult—headquartered in
Switzerland but operating in Canada as well—were found dead, victims of mass, joint suicide and
murder. The official logo of the "Solar Temple" (not shown) is a triangle with 1 pointed Maltese cross.
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High Priest LaVey and followers at a 1966 ritual. Observe the pentagram
on the wall.

In the 1990s, President George Bush's National Endowment for
the Arts (NEA) gave photographer Robert Mapplethorpe a
$15.000 grant from the tax trough (that's my money and
yours!) to produce photographs. Regrettably classified as "art,"
some of Mapplethorpe's photographs depicted homosexuals
"enjoying" violent, degrading sex acts. Mapplethorpe also
produced vulgar and unseemly pictures of little boys and girls
displaying their sexual genitals.
Extremely satisfied with Robert Mapplethorpe's
pornographic art, the NEA's artist community promptly
arranged for his lewd photographs to be put on exhibit in some
of America's finest art museums. All this, of course, was funded
by the taxpayers through that gracious government cultural agency, the NEA.
Well, tragically, Robert Mapplethorpe is no longer with us. He has died of the AIDS virus,
a result of his homosexual lifestyle. But he left behind a very revealing photograph that he had
taken of himself. The photograph, entitled "Self-Portrait," shows Mapplethorpe in a terrorist/
gangster leather overcoat, machine gun in hands. On the wall behind the posed artist is a satanic
pentagram, the five pointed star so revered by occultists.
Frankly, my heart goes out to the late Robert Mapplethorpe. He was a deceived, sick man.
But I have little sympathy for the politicians who year after year fund the wicked tastes of the
NEA's art crowd. Neither do I have a soft spot in my heart for the liberal clergy who insanely
support and applaud the homosexual lifestyle.
Yes, Robert Mapplethorpe was personally responsible for his actions. He must now answer
to an almighty God. But he had many accomplices to his immoral crimes. And the blood of Robert
Mapplethorpe and thousands of other desperate and confused young men is on their hands!
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Jack Roper, a friend of Texe Marrs who is a law enforcement consultant and an expert on satanic
rituals and crimes, sent Texe this photo of a satanic altar and worshipper.
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The United Kingdom's Mick
Hurknell, lead singer of the soul
group Simply Red. Fans call him
a "stage-strutting sex god" in his
red vest wearing a six-pointed
silver star as talisman around
his neck. The band has sold over
20 million albums. (Photo: The
European Magazine, December
6, 1995, p. 17)
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Fortean Times (March 2000), a magazine specializing in the bizarre and strange that is real, devoted
its cover and feature article to the documented story of Jack Parsons, the American rocket scientist
and genius who made space travel possible with his scientific inventions and discoveries. Parsons was
a Luciferian priest and an initiate of the Ordo Templi Orientis (O.T.O.), an occultic order made
infamous by Englishman Aleister Crowley ("the beast, 666"). Parsons died in a mysterious explosion
some 50 years ago, but his name and legend continue to be honored by Illuminists around the world.
NASA, America's space agency, even named a crater on Mars after Parsons. Parsons conducted sex
rituals designed to invoke the coming of the antichrist. Satanists call these perverted, dark rituals
"Babalon Working."
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Popular Science magazine (July 2004) published this artist's conception of a proposed Synthetic Star,
pentagram star of light to be beamed over the city of New York as a memorial to World Trade Center
9/11 victims. The designers believe the five-pointed star, designed to float serenely above a city center
and pulse quietly at the same rate as a beating human heart—will calm the city folk below. Would
you like to look up into the sky each evening and see a huge satanic pentagram like this hovering over
your community?
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"The Great Experiment" was the title of this mural painted by Russian artist llya Glazunov. The mural
claims to picture the history of 20th century Russia. The Bolsheviks' satanic star is the overall
container and inside it is found the satanic pentacle star along with pictures of Lenin, Trotsky,
Gorbachev, and others.

TWENTY-SEVEN

Lightning Fall From Heaven

And he said unto them, I beheld Satan as lightning fall from heaven. Behold, I give
unto you power to tread on serpents and scorpions, and over all the power of the
enemy: and nothing shall by any means hurt you.
-Jesus (Luke 10:18-19)
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In this classic oil painting we see
mighty Thor, the Nordic god, with his
hammer and lightning strikes. At
bottom, the black color of the horned
goats and the hand's grasping on the
rock ledge have much occult
significance. In Masonry, the use of a
gavel, or hammer, is said to be a sign
of authority. The Communists in the
U.S.S.R. adopted the hammer and
sickle as official state logos.
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Sir Oswald Moslev, founder of
Britain's splinter New Party,
leading a march in London in
1939. The New Party said it's
lightning flash stood for Action
and the circle (wreath) around
it for Unity, or Union. Fascists
rallied around this banner, and
many of the goals of the Party
were Socialist.

Over 30,000 people
attended this rally in
Britain under Mosley's
New Party and its
banner of the lightning
bolt and circle. The
British flag also is
interesting in its
masonic design of the
Osiris X intersecting a
horizontally elongated
cross.
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The lightning bolt has long been a satanic symbol.
Its use stems from Jesus' statement in the Holy
Scriptures: "I beheld Satan as lightning fall from
heaven" (Luke 10:18). The Harry Potter books
were cleverly packaged to introduce tens of
millions of kids to satanic symbols, rituals, and
concepts. Here we see Harry Potter, on the cover
of Time (September 20, 1999) with the lightning
bolt on his forehead. Inside, in the feature article,
is a picture of two tattooed young fans also with
thunderbolts on foreheads.

LIGHTNING FALL FROM HEAVEN

A Harry Potter bookstore display. Again, note the
satanic symbol, or mark, on Harry's forehead.

This full page color ad in Time magazine (October 23,
2000) by FTD Florist exemplifies how witchcraft has
excited the public imagination. In the upper right corner
it is indicated that this ad is based on Disney's Winnie
the Pooh, a popular kids creation.

Charles Colson, of Prison Fellowship, received the
million dollar, "Progress in Religion" prize at the
Parliament of the World's Religions in Chicago. Now
he's helping to promote the Harry Potter witchcraft
books. Still, official Christendom holds Colson up as the
very epitome of Christian example, and his books are
sold in almost every Christian bookstore.

Most Christian parents are not hesitating to buy
Harry Potter sorcery witchcraft books for their
kids. Witchcraft has now virtually conquered the
whole of the Christian establishment.
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TWENTY-EIGHT

Blood Red—Red Stars, Clenched Fists,
Hammers and Sickles, and Other Signs
and Symbols of Communist Murderers
and Thugs

How is the hammer of the whole earth cut asunder and broken! how is Babylon
become a desolation among the nations!...This is the work of the Lord God of
hosts...
— Jeremiah 50:23, 25

Communism was solely the invention of the Jews.
— Sir Winston Churchill
London Illustrated Herald
(February 8, 1920)

T h e most brutal, murderous, and monstrous gang of all time was the
Communist regime in Soviet Russia, the U.S.S.R. According to noted
historian Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, sixty-six million people perished in
the Soviet gulag concentration camps and in the liquidation of the farmers and small
businessmen. 1 In contrast, the notorious Adolf Hitler and his Nazis were pikers. The
real holocaust happened in the Soviet Union, and many of those deaths and torments
occurred before the Nazis had built a single camp. Hitler and Himmler must have
been green with envy.
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What is most surprising—at least to the uninformed general public —is that few
today are even aware of the Soviet Holocaust. Because of the Jewish ownership of the
Western media, all the emphasis is put on the crimes of the Nazis. The horrors of the
Red Terror are neglected. Maybe more remarkable, in many media and academic
circles, the monsters who committed the atrocities in Soviet Russia —led by Lenin,
Trotsky, Stalin, Kaganovich, Beria and others—are often adored, being cast in a
favorable light. This is especially true of Lenin and, to a lesser extent, the theoretical,
so-called "founder" of Communist ideology, the German Karl Marx.
Communist Leaders of Jewish Bloodline
The reason why the Western media, owned and run as it is by Jewish interests, fails
to expose the Communist butchery is easy to discern. The instigators and leaders of
Communism were virtually all of the Jewish race and bloodline! The Lenin Museum
in Russia today admits that Vladimir Lenin was a crypto-Jew (a "crypto Jew is a Jew
who keeps his race hidden from public knowledge). Trotsky, his deputy in crime and
mass murder, was a Jew who had lived in the Bronx, New York under his real name,
Lev Bronstein. Stalin, the third leg of the Soviet troika, was half-Jew, and Yiddish was
the only language spoken in his boyhood home in Georgia. Stalin's real surname was
Dzhugashvilli—Jewish.2
Karl Marx was a German Jew whose grandfather was a rabbi, and the entire
Communist Bolshevik revolution was financed by the Jewish Rothschilds and Jewish
Warburgs in Germany, in partnership with the Jewish Warburgs and Jewish Schiffs
in the United States.
Communism was Jewish from the ground up. Marx's view and his classic texts,
The Capitalists and The Communist Manifesto, were ideological expressions of the
Jewish Cabala, which is also the basis for Marx's theory of dialectical materialism and
economic class evolution, specific throwbacks to Hegelian dialectics and Weishaupt's
Illuminism. Albert Pike's writings in Morals and Dogma are also right out of the
Jewish Cabala aquarium. It seems that the piranhas, the killer "fish" of humanity, all
swam in the same polluted pond: Jewish Cabalism and rabbinical magic and
despotism.
From Lenin to Putin, we have a straight-line succession of Jewish Cabalism under
the guise of Communism and now, "Democratic Capitalism" under Gorbachev,
Yeltsin and Putin. 3
Writing in his provocative, fact-filled expose, Bloodlines of the Illuminati, researcher
Fritz Springmeier reveals how incestuously Jewish the rulers of Russia have been,
including their spouses. First, he notes that Stalin married the daughter of his
number 2 man, the Jew Kaganovich. Also:
The wife of Boris Yeltsin is the daughter of Joseph Stalin from Stalin's marriage
with Rosa Kaganovich. Rosa's father was Illuminati...Boris Yeltsin and Rosa are
secretly Jewish.
Lenin was married to a Jewish wife, Krupsakaya. Molotov married a Jewess, too.
And Stalin was married to Jewess Kaganovich. Kaganovich's powerful brother
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Lazar is in the Politburo, and Lazar's son, Mikhail Kaganovich, married Stalin's
daughter, Svetlana. Boris Yeltsin's original (Jewish name) was Baruch Ellia. He in
turn is a good friend of David Rockefeller.4
Communism the Invention of Jews
So dominant was the Jewish influence in the Communist regime and its bloody Red
Terror that Sir Winston Churchill, in the London Illustrated Herald newspaper, stated
that, "Communism was solely the invention of the Jews." 5 And, he added, it is not a
new thing, for the Jews are historically the people who have fomented bloody
revolutions and horrors. Churchill said the Jewish global revolutionary plot can be
traced back to the days of Adam Weishaupt and his Bavarian Order of the Illuminati
(1776).
Churchill went on to emphasize that this "worldwide conspiracy for the
overthrow of civilization, and the reconstruction of society...has been steadily
growing." Now, he warns, this band of thugs and murders "have become the
undisputed masters of the enormous Russian empire." 6
Solzhenitsyn records that over 60 percent of the Commissars who headed Gulag
camps in the U.S.S.R. were Jewish. Other historians estimate the number at 80
percent. Every leader of the dreaded Checka, KGB and secret police was Jewish,
including the butcher Beria.
May Day—Illuminism and Communism
It is interesting to note that that Adam Weishaupt, infamous founder of the
Illuminati, founded his group on May 1. It was exactly that day that the Communists
under Lenin celebrated. Annually on May 1, the huge May Day parade is held in
Moscow.
Is it a mere accident that the most holy day of paganism and witchcraft, Beltane,
is also celebrated on May 1? On that day, in pagan Europe, children and adults
celebrated around the phallus symbol known as the May Pole, even as witches
howled at the moon. 7
Of Wolves and Freemasons
In his expose of Communism, Under the Sign of the Scorpion, Swedish writer and
researcher Jiiri Lina, writes how in his last months, a mad Vladimir Lenin, his body
and brain racked with the sexually transmitted disease syphilis, demanded each
night to be taken out on his balcony in his wheelchair. There, for hours, the angry
Lenin would howl and bay at the moon like a wounded wolf.8
Lenin, Stalin, Marx and all the other top Communist leaders were all Freemasons.
Gorbachev, too, and Yeltsin were Masons, members of the Grand Orient Lodge of
France as well as the Soviet Consistory.
Albert Mackey, 33°, former Sovereign Grand Commander, in his authoritative
Encyclopedia of Freemasonry, states that Alexander Kerensky (Lenin's immediate
predecessor) and the other plotters of the 1917 revolution against the Czar were
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Masons: "The first Revolution in March 1917 is said to have been operated from these
(Masonic) Lodges and all the members of Kerensky's government belonged to
them." 9
All Masonic organizations throughout the world are secretly run by Jewish
masters operating behind-the-scenes. 10
I also have documentation to prove that Marx, Lenin, and most other Communist
leaders were homosexual perverts. Most, like Beria, were pedophiles as well, and
they all enjoyed brutalizing and degrading women. The wives of these homosexual
deviants led miserable lives. One of Stalin's wives committed suicide. 1 1
Signs and Symbols of Communism
Seeing as how the Communist founders and leaders have all been apostate Jews into
Cabalism, Freemasonry, and blatant satanism (Marx was an official High Priest in a
satanic church), we can be sure the signs and symbols of Communism are also of
cabalistic/Masonic/satanic origins, as is the color red so fanatically adored by the
Communist wackos. Let us now examine these signs and symbols of the Red
Murderers, e.g. the Communists.
The Clenched Fist
In all nations where Communist politicians and insurgents operate, these evil men
and women invariably identify themselves by making the sign of the clenched fist.
Some biblical authorities say that, "The clenched fist represents the (rebellious)
attitude of the people of Babylon toward God."12
The closed, or clenched fist is, in the Illuminist Philosophy, the symbol of secrecy,
dissimulation, and hermeticism. It veils and conceals secrets from the "profane" and
the "vulgar" (the non-Illuminists). Interestingly, the meaning is the same in the
canons of Buddhism.13
Dr. Peter Ruckman, in his fascinating study of things occulticly black and evil,
mockingly titled Black is Beautiful, comments about the raised, clenched fist:
You will find this 'salute' being given by all members of the Communist Party in
New York, in the 1920s and by the (Stalinist) Abraham Lincoln Brigade, during the
civil war in Spain in the 1930s.
By some quirk of 'fate,' this salute was adopted by the Black Panthers in America
during the 1960s...the followers of Martin Luther King called it the 'BLACK
POWER'salute.14
Liberal Afro-American leaders continue to employ this salute to this day. Jesse
Jackson does it almost as an automatic response.
The clenched fist salute, or hand sign, is well-known in Freemasonry. The First
Sign, or Due-guard, in the ritual of the Select Master Degree is the holding up, or
raising, of both arms in an "L" (square) position with the fists of both hands clenched.
The lecture for this degree in Richardson's Monitor of Freemasonry states:
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The signs of a Select Master are then given as follows: The first is similar to the sign
of a Master Mason. The fists are both clenched, in allusion to one of the penalties of
the obligation, which is to have both hands chopped off to the stumps. 15

How interesting. Ironically, according to the Masons, the symbol of the clenched
fist relates to having the hand chopped off at the stump. Communists out there:
Maybe you should listen to what your cronies in Freemasonry are teaching you.
In the initiation for the Secret Monitor Degree of the Lodge, the sign of the
clenched fist is given in remarkably similar fashion to the Communist salute, with
one hand and arm.

Hammer and Sickle
The sickle is a universal symbol of the Grim Reaper; that is, a symbol of death.
However, the Communists would maintain that the hammer and sickle represent
workers, or laborers, the proletariat, or common people whom the Communist
leadership represents.
Perhaps the hammer has other relevant meanings, however, which are concealed
by the satanic Illuminists who sponsored — and continue to sponsor Communism.
The Herder Dictionary of Symbols says the hammer "symbolizes power and strength"
and notes, "In some cultures magical protective powers against evil are ascribed to
ritually forged hammers."
Every Masonic Lodge has a gavel, or hammer, wielded by the "Worshipful
Master" or other potentate in charge. In her celebrated dark work, The Secret Doctrine,
Theosophy founder Helena Blavatsky reveals that the god of forces (Lucifer) renders
the "divine hammer" and it is the "mallet or gavel of the Grand Masters of Masonic
Lodges."16
Sarah Terry, a member of the Masonic-aligned group, the Eastern Star, traces the
gavel, or hammer, back to the hammer of the Nordic sun god, Thor, and says it is an
emblem of power.17
If we realize that the Illuminati's chief goal is the rebuilding of Babylon in a
desperate bid to undo what God did as recorded in the Book of Genesis, the
significance of this Bible verse relating to the prophesied destruction of Babylon by
God's might becomes clear:
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A sound of battle is in the land, and of great destruction. How is the hammer of the
whole earth cut asunder and broken. How is Babylon become a desolation among the
nations...The Lord hath opened his armory, and hath brought forth the weapons of his
indignation; for this is the work of the Lord God of Hosts. (Jeremiah 50:22-25)
Red Star
The Red Star is perhaps Communism's best-known symbol. I have examined the
occultic meaning of the five-pointed star in previous chapters, so I simply reiterate
here that the star is a sign of false gods and specifically of the god of Illuminism,

In the Perfect Master Degree, the Masons assembled in the Lodge all simulate the drama of
lamenting the mythical death of their "brother," the false Christ-figure, the Grand Master Hiram
Abiff. Observe the red star on the coffin here. (From Richardson's Monitor of Freemasonry, p. 134)
Lucifer, the solar deity who comes disguised and is worshipped by the deceived
Illuminati as "Angel of Light" and as the "Blazing Star."
Incidentally, so popular is the Red Star in Russia that in late 2000, under pressure
from military brass and segments of public opinion, Vladimir Putin, Russia's
President, brought back the Soviet red banner as the military's flag and agreed to
reinstate the Soviet-era red star as the Russian military's official emblem.
"The star is sacred to all servicemen," said Defense Minister Sergei Ivanov, who
spoke at a meeting of Putin's top generals attended by Putin. 1 8
Oddly enough—or understandably enough for those in the know —the red star is
often seen on U.S.A. military vehicles and uniforms. It became a staple during World
War II, under the direction of the Pentagon's "red brass" leadership put in place by
Zionist fanatic President Franklin D. Roosevelt and his ever watchful guardian,
Jewish financier Bernard Baruch. (No wonder General Eisenhower's West Point
yearbook called Ike the "Swedish Jew.")
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The Color Red
But why the color red? Could it have a relationship with the Bible's identification of
the whore of Babylon as the woman in scarlet?
Also in the Bible, we find that Esau was born red (Genesis 25:25), and God says,
"I have hated Esau."
The color red has a long and non-illustrious history of whoredom and violence.
In pre-Vedic India the people worshipped a primitive form of Shiva as the "red god"
and as "the howler." The god and planet Mars was known by the ancients as the red
god.
In Scandinavia, the major god, Odin, had clothing, shield symbols and runes of
red color. A hero Viking's death became celebrated on the calendar as a "red-letter
day," and thus we have this phrase in common use today.
Robin was the god of witches in the forest and when human sacrifices were made,
they were dedicated to Robin redbreast, or the slain Cock Robin.
Updated to more recent times, we find that in her occult book, A Treatise On The
Seven Rays, Lucis Trust director Alice Bailey taught the occult importance of colors.
"The three major rays," she said, "are red, blue, and yellow." The color red, Bailey
explained, has to do with "Will, or Power." 19
In The Symbolism of Color, Faber Birren points out the primacy of the color red. He
notes: 20
•

In ancient Egyptian religion, the god Shu was red, and red animals symbolized
Seth.

•

The red poppy was sacred to Ceres, the goddess of the harvest.

•

The face of the wine-god Dionysus was sometimes painted red.

In my researches of occult traditions, the color red is always the color of fire and
blood, of evil and destruction, and of immorality. Even the Devil is sometimes
conceived of as a red beast.
And isn't that what Communism has proven to be—A red beast? Even a Red
Dragon?
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Earl Browder, head of the United States
Communist Party for sixteen years (19311946), giving the Communist salute at the 1936
convention. Browder was a friend of Soviet
dictator Joseph Stalin and worked behind the
scenes to get President Franklin D. Roosevelt reelected.

Standing before a U.S. flag
displayed for propaganda effect,
presidential candidate John
Kerry gives the classic
Communist, clenched fist salute.

Democratic presidential nominee John
Kerry at annual meeting of NAACP.

U.S. Senator John Edwards, 2004 vice
presidential running-mate to Senator John
Kerry, gives Communist salute during
political campaign speech.
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General Wesley Clark giving the traditional clenched fist salute of Marxists at a political
rally in Texas. (Photo: Austin American-Statesman, September 30, 2003)
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President Bill Clinton
giving the
Communist fist in
1993.

From boyhood, the elite
managed and groomed the
young Bill Clinton for
stardom. How many young
men at age 16 got the
opportunity to go to
Washington, D.C. and have
the photo opportunity of
shaking hands with
President John F. Kennedy?
A few years later, college
student Clinton marched in
communist protest
demonstrations.
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Bill Clinton, an Illuminatus, was made the youngest governor in the history of
Arkansas. Here he is in 1982 with Hillary after winning the governor's mansion.

The late New York Congresswoman
Bella Abzug was a hardened lesbian,
a feminist, and a dedicated
Communist. Abzug and Hillary
Clinton were dear friends.
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South African leader Nelson Mandela, a devoted Communist, with Communist radical wife, Winnie
and the head of the Communist Party.

Nelson Mandela and wife, Winnie,
give the Marxist salute. Winnie
Mandela was known to participate
in torture sessions and directed a
number of "necklace parties"—
events at which a tied up victim has
a tire full of gasoline around his
neck which is lit by fire. (Photo:
from book, In The Words of Nelson
Mandela, edited by Jennifer
Williams, Carol Publishing Group,
1998, p. 43)

"Black Power" symbol.
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The Communist Party's International Brigades fought a bloody civil war in Spain. Here are some of
the merciless Red thugs at a rally in Barcelona in 1938 (Photo: Vanity Fair, September 2001, p. 302)

Islamic cleric Ayatollah

Khomeni, his hand clenched in
the Communist style in this
poster, led the nation of Iran
until his death.
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Performers of the Cirque du Soleil give the clenched fist salute. Cirque du Soleil (Circus of the Sun) is
a big hit with their dazzling theatre in shows in Las Vegas. The demonic influence in their
performances is thick.

Communist hatred of
Jesus and of Christianity
is evidenced by this
disgusting Soviet
depiction of The Last
Supper, with Jesus and
His disciples having a
drunken orgy. The Soviet
leadership was made up
of Revolutionary Jews.
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The resemblance of the monstrous Communist butcher Leon Trotsky (right) to the shadow devil
creature created by the hand of British satanic high priest Aleister Crowley (left) is remarkable. The
drawing of Trotsky is from a Greek publication while the photo of Crowley is found in an unrelated
British-published book. In fact, Trotsky, whose real name was Bronstein (Jewish) was a satanist,
which is why he was so thrilled to see countless thousands of Russian and other Christians arrested,
tortured, killed, or sent to gulag
concentration camps. Trotsky was
himself murdered in Mexico City by
an assassin wielding an axe.

Star god of Communism? This 1920
propaganda poster by a Communist
artist depicts Trotsky as Saint George
slaying the dragon of capitalism. In
reality, Jewish capitalists, the
Warburgs and Rothschilds, were the
ones who put Trotsky, Lenin, and
Stalin and their Red Terror in power
in Moscow in 1917. Trotsky and his
cohorts were servants of the dragon!
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Vanishing Comrades: The Illuminati throughout
the centuries have falsified history. Want proof?
Check out these two sets of Soviet-era
photographs. Compare the first photo in each set
with the corresponding second photo. Notice
someone missing? The second photo is the
touched up, "remaking of history" photo. Having
purged and killed off certain "comrades," the
Illuminati inspired Soviet leaders felt obligated to
remove all traces of the disgraced comrades from
history. Textbooks, library archives, press accounts
all had to be changed, much like Orwell's 1984
black hole procedures. Today, in both the East and
the West, the same historical falsification process
continues, with the true accounts of cardinal events like Pearl Harbor attack, the JFK assassination
and the 9/11 World Trade Center disaster being doctored and retouched by the elite's media
puppets. (Note: For the eye-opening account of Soviet Communist falsification of history, see the
book, The Commissar Vanishes, Metropolitan; Also see Newsweek, November 10, 1997, p. 80)
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General Vo Nguyen Giap was North Vietnam's legendary guerilla leader whose rag tag armies
successively drove the Japanese, the French and the Americans out of Vietnam. Giap co-founded the
Vietnamese Communist Party. (Note: The design of the Vietnam flag is a 5-pointed star against a red
background.)

Russian President Boris
Yeltsin displays the fist
of Soviet Communism
while speaking in 1992
to a joint session of the
U.S. Congress. The
Senators and
Representatives
responded with
prolonged applause.
(Photo and story: The
Washington Post, June
18, 1992, p. 1)
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The Communists adopted both the hammer and sickle and the red star for their official logos, or
symbols. The ancient god Saturn, depicted here in a 15th century drawing, was said to carry the sickle
as the symbol of death. Note also the radiant star in Saturn's genital area, the horns of the goat
(Satan) and the water bearer (Satan's astrological Age of Aquarius). Occultists view the planet Saturn
as representing Satan, because it is the sixth planet from the son and because of Saturn's role as
taught in the mythologies.
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The similarity of the USSR emblem and the United Nations emblem is undeniable. A friend tells me a
resemblance is also found on products and in commercials for Cadillac automobiles, Lenox china,
George Dickel whiskey, Winston cigarettes, and on the design of "wheat" pennies.

The Shriners, an Islamic-oriented Freemasonry
organization whose members take an oath at
the altar of Allah, erected and dedicated The
Peace Monument in Toronto, Canada in 1930.
Observe how the globe, the angel's arms
position and the sheathes in the angel's hands
are elements found in both the U.S.S.R. and the
U.N. emblems. The statue is called "Lady of
Peace," just as the U.S.S.R. called itself a peaceloving country and the U.N. proclaims itself to
be devoted to world peace. (Photo: from book,
Parade to Glory—The Shriners and Their
Caravan to Destiny, by Fred van Deventor)
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In his thoughtful, eye-opening book, Scarlet and the
Beast, knowledgeable Christian author and conspiracy
researcher John Daniel illustrates the communist
connection with Freemasonry. The most prominent
emblem of universal Freemasonry is the square and
compass with the letter "G" inside the internal triangle.
Daniel notes that this represents the tools used by the
Lodge's Great Architect (false God) to create the
heavens and the earth. In reality, the letter "G"
represents Gnosticism, the core doctrine of Masonry,
and the Generative process (sex act). Masonry is, as
Daniel notes, a sex cult.
However, English Freemasonry (the United Lodge
of Britain) substitutes a human arm wielding a hammer
in place of the "G." This arm and hammer represents
the Mason as the Builder, as "man at work" creating the
heavens and the earth. Thus, man becomes God. The
arm and hammer is of socialist/communist origins. The
same symbol is found on a bestselling brand of baking
soda. Noted communist financier and oil corporation
CEO Armand Hammer was given his name in honor of
the communist movement. Note, too, that the arm and
hammer symbol inside the square and compass is
configured as a "G."
Finally, we come to the modified square and
compass of French Freemasonry and its Grand Orient
Lodge. This Lodge and its membership are decidedly
anti-Christian and are markedly pro-communist. In
1877, the Grand Orient Lodge declared, "There is no
god but humanity." Embracing Reason as their God,
they replaced the "G" with the now-familiar communist
symbol of the hammer and sickle. This represents
collective common man, the proletariat. John Daniel
points out that the French Lodge's substituted symbol
inside the typical square and compass forms the letter
"G" backward, "which is symbolic of the negation of
God." It was Albert Pike who wrote, in Morals and
Dogma, that there is no real person or entity named
"Satan." Pike claimed that Satan is simply a Force, the
negation of God. (Illustrations: Scarlet and the Beast, by
John Daniel, published 1994, JKI Publishing, P. O. Box
131480, Tyler, TX 75713)
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In a vain and failing effort to lionize and deify their bloodthirsty founder, the communist Jew
Vladimir Lenin, the U.S.S.R. planned to build this gigantic memorial to the dead Soviet dictator.
Josef Stalin, Lenin's successor, in 1931, commissioned architect Boris Iofan to do the design work.
It was to be the largest building in the world and was to be called the Palace of the Soviets. The
design favors that of Mayan pyramids and the ziggurats of Babylon. The site chosen for the Lenin
monument was a piece of land on which a closed-down Christian church building sat, the 19th
century Cathedral of Christ the Savior. Stalin ordered the church blown up and the debris removed,
and it was. However, World War II intervened and the gargantuan, monstrous structure was never
completed. At the top of the planned monument, a statue of Lenin was to tower above the people
and landscape, his right hand and finger vertically pointed upward toward the heavens. Possibly
this was a fulfillment of scripture. In Isaiah 14, Lucifer vainly boasts that his kingdom will ascend
to the stars and that he will be like the Most High. But Lucifer's true destiny is the pit of hell!
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The occult magic of the Czar is also back! Or did it ever leave? In The European (May 5-M,
1995, p. 4) was found this story reporting on "Black Magicians" among the highest ranks of
Russian military and political circles. Among the magic techniques common in the Kremlin:
Mantras, meditation, astrology and horoscopes, mind powers, telekinesis, spinning saucers,
coded messages, remote viewing, tarot cards, and energy fields.
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Actress holds up an iron of Vladimir Lenin during Russian
occult stage production, The Fourteen Red HUTS.

The Scarlet Island, another Russian production.
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Gorbachev Red Star" trumpeted this cover of Vanity Fair magazine (February 1990). Ink type,
appropriately, was colored red.
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The red star is universally recognized as a sign of hard-core Communism. So,
why has Macy's department stores adopted it also as its logo, as shown on
these Macy's plastic shopping bags?

In what is clearly a staged
photo in Newsweek
magazine (January 4, 1999),
then U.S. Senator and later
Attorney-General, John
Ashcroft is called "The True
Believer." In the photograph,
Ashcroft sits in a red chair
with golden stars emblazed
on the fabric. On the wall
behind him are a series of
framed United States flags.
Each has the same gold star
prominent inside the blue
field of 50 white stars of the
states. The star and the
colors red and gold have
special significance for
Illuminists.
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Was Lee Harvey Oswald playing the part
of a Communist secret agent when he
displayed the clenched fist shortly after
his arrest for the alleged assassination of
President Kennedy?

Senator John Kerry, failed
presidential candidate, giving
his favorite hand sign.

When Bush nominee John Ashcroft, a
Freemason, was sworn in as Attorney-General
of the United States, he did not swear on the
Holy Bible. In this revealing photo published
in Criminal Politics magazine, Lawrence
Patterson, foremost authority on the global
conspiracy and on secret societies, points out
that Ashcroft—whom the White House and
the press promoted as an "evangelical
Christian"—placed his hands and swore on a
mysterious stack of books. Were they law
books or books of the Jewish Talmud or...?
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